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A book of 
drawings 
made in 
pencil of 
thoughts 
and 
events 
over the 
past 
semester. 
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Caves

Places that have influenced me as a 
person and collector

The Monet room at Chichu Art Museum at the island NaoshimaTeshima Art Museum

Places that have influenced me as a person 
and collector

A house that gets a hug in Hatchobori in Tokyo
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Katsura Imperial Villa, Kyoto Higashiyama in Kanazawa Nishiurakuzura in Japan
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Inside a bunker at Lista Nishiurakuzura in Japan Arashiyama district in Kyoto Monsanto in Portugal
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In this book it is my first 
attempts to draw 
memories. 
Drawings made of 
charcoal. Drawings drawn with 
my 
memories of different 
places from my childhood. 
The drawings stand 
together with words. 
Words that 
describe some of my feelings 
from these 
places.

The 18 became 9

Direct your eye-sight inward, and you’le find 
 A thousand regions in your mind 
Yet undiscover’d. Travell them, and be 
 Expert in home Cosmographie

                                                                                 William Habington
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The Place 
In Between to 
Mountains 

High, loud, dark 
blue, wet, secretly, 
exciting, scary

The smell of 
flowing water, 
moss, spruce bar, 
wet rocks and soil

My body hears a 
trickling waterfall, 
it moves over a 
pile of rocks to 
a high dark blue 
wall, it finds its 
place, it looks up 
and it hums.

The Snow-Hut

Wet, dark, streaks 
from light, hot, 
dew, frost.

The smell of soil, 
spruce bark, wool 
and moss
.
My body goes 
below, crawl, 
smells, feel, see 
and rest safely.
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The Tree

Magical, dark, 
deep, small, 
swinging, 
crawling

The smell of 
freshly dug soil, 
freshly cut grass, 
long roots, 
dirty hands,

My body bends, 
digs, hides, 
moves, it hears 
the sound of 
kitchen utensils 
and nails hitting 
wooden planks 
in the distance. 
Feels free.

The Garage-Loft

Crowded, low, 
high, balancing, 
bouncing, dark

The smell of cold 
concrete, wood, 
rusted iron, dusty 
snow sledges, old 
Glava insulation 
and old plastic.

My body moves 
on a rusty red lad-
der, into some-
thing dark, sits on 
a narrow plank, 
observe, balanc-
es, pondering
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The Cave

Smooth, dark, 
bordered, scary, 
exciting, big, 
steep, drops, 
blue, black.

The smell of old 
water, of the dark-
ness, the moss 
lying on the rocks 
and soil.

My body likes a 
big rock, it looks 
into the darkness, 
it sees it is deep, 
its backing only 
with its back, it 
takes care of the 
cave, it likes the 
excitement.

The Hut in the 
Three Trees

Wet, safe, clam-
my, draughty, 
colorful, squeaky

The smell of old 
wood, wet tex-
tiles, bark, paint, 
cows and rust.

My body hears 
cowbells, lies 
cramped, feels 
the warmth from 
the wooden 
planks and the 
wet wool.
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The Flower 
Meadow

Swaying, thin, tall, 
smiling, warm, 
rays of the sun, 
fragrant, sprin-
kling, sparkling
.
The smell of 
wildflowers, straw, 
grass, pollen, 
sunburned skin, 
exhaust from the 
road.

My body feels 
small, it stings 
when its hides, 
hears sounds 
from the road, 
looks up at a blue 
sky that lies sailing 
in between all 
the layers of the 
meadow.

The Little 
Summer-Barn

Layers, wind, 
dark, old, secret, 
strange, streaks of 
light, 
squeaking.

The smell of 
something aban-
doned, old soil, 
dust, wet wood, 
steel and moss.

My body looks 
up, towards a 
forest, it leans 
against planks 
and gets dirty on 
the pants.
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The Playful Forest

Light in differnt 
patterns, orange 
dirt, dry grass, 
happy trees.

The smell of 
twigs, boots, dirt, 
bark and hubba 
bubba.

My body is swing-
ing around the 
trees, my hands 
are
looking and my 
eyes are closed

The Hay-Hut

Dry, variegated 
light, hot, loud, 
stacking, dense, 
heavy
The smell of dry 
straw, degraded 
soil, petrol from 
an old tractor and 
leaves from trees.
My body is warm, 
it lies flat, looks 
up, sees the 
yellow, hears safe 
sounds and the 
forest rustling.
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The Cave under 
The Bed

Soft, warm, dark, 
secret, safe.

The smell of 
freshly cut pine 
wood, erasers 
that smell of fruit, 
brown cowboy 
Lego, gray carpet 
with dog hair, 
stickers with cat 
hair.

My body shrinks 
and moves 
around to find a 
comfortable posi-
tion, it feels safe, 
it is warm and 
thoughtful.

The Place under 
The Red 
Storehouse

Dry, white, brown, 
obstacle, dead 
weeds, orna-
ments, old wood

The smell of white 
wood dusting, of 
pebbles mingling 
with hard soil, of 
boots bending.

My body bends 
like the boots, it 
turns white on the 
head, it places 
itself in the mid-
dle and counts 
stones while its 
following what is 
happening out-
side.
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The Place under 
The White House

Hard, cold, frost, 
little, a shadow 
play, creaking, cat 
hair in cracks, dog 
hair in cracks.

The smell of wet 
but at the same 
time dry and hard 
soil, stones that 
are stuck, parts 
from missing toys, 
twigs and old 
dog bones.

My body looks 
through braided 
wood, it bends, 
gets dirty, looks 
out and up, 
someone is mov-
ing over and next 
to it.

The Hay-Room
 
Dry, dark, warm, 
stinging.

The smell of dry 
hay, wood, wood 
stain, dust,

My body feels air 
from cracks, feels 
the heat stripes, 
overturns, falls, 
lands, rests, looks, 
spies and feels 
safe.
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The Barn Bridge 
steps

Hard, warm, 
green, gray, red.

The smell of red 
knees, concrete, 
warm wood and 
dry grass.

My body jump 
over the wind, 
moves with the 
steps and play.

The In Between 
Place in the Barn

Spider web, 
cracks, planks, 
dust, streaks of 
light, shadows, 
old.

The smell of old 
oil, dirty wood, 
wet concrete, 
grey air and cats.

My body sees a 
small hole where 
cat hair is stuck, it 
stays in the room 
for a long time, 
it looks slowly in 
all directions, it 
is hot, dusty and 
likes all the doors 
it can see.
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The Kitchen in 
The Forest

Dark, long weeds, 
strange, boxes, 
iron, a pipe.

The smell of rust-
ed iron, cans, tall 
grass, swamp and 
water.

My body is wad-
ing, it is sitting 
well, it has the 
same height as 
the grass, it is 
moving over a 
surface in iron 
and thinking 
about something 
that may not be 
true.
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The ink drawings of Moland

Painted with fingers and 
palms while I was sitting in the 
living room inside the White 
House at Moland with the 
sounds from my mum cooking in 
the kitchen

A cave inside the Red Storehouse
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The Red Storehouse A cave in the trees
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A house in the trees A family
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The Summer Barn A cave in the air
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A family The one mountain
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A house that hides A bed in the trees
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The forest Walking among stones
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The cave inside a door A lost house in the garden
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Climbing in the mountains Stones
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The house in my right palm

Painted at Moland by my mom 
and me inside the White House 
at the kitchen
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2 Important Hugs

A drawing in pencil of a tree Hug A drawing in charcoal of a cave
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My Important Humans
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The Other Objects
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The secret treasureMy adult assortment frame The green woman

The Oldie The pink forest Th strong animal

The broken rose The pink co-workers 

The frame of the past The sad painting

The sacred treeThe green player

The cat house The infinite cave

My childhood assortment frame

Home to a cat



84 85The moving bed

The hill by the river

The unstable bedThe mushy roofThe tired gardenRelaxing darling

The pillow with a hole

The folded hand The singing girl The shy dark

The safe lighthouse 

The brave mermaid The closed window

The boat from the past The snowhouse

The floating hiding place The flower dress

The four walking sticks

The house for a shy stone

The bed of charcoal

The pink path
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Inventory List of the Objects
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The Place Under the Red Storehouse  //  House of Hearts      

NAMES                                             OBJECTS                                             LOCATION

Moms small stone house, A broken triangular slab on two pieces of wood, Inside an old house at Lista and from my old paint-suitcase  
Powder of a house, A box of tiny sawdust, Collected in the old house (Imma House) on Moland.
The roof protectors, Two planks of wood with glue, Found in the trach at school
The tall protectors, A pile of dried thick sticks, Found under the red storehouse beside three stones
The wings of explosion, Two planks of wood with plaster and glue, Found in the storage room in the basement at home
The safe sky, Plaster with structure from wood, Formed at school
The sounding friends, Nine stones placed upon each other, Found under the red storehouse by the entrance 
The bed of dreams, Epoxy with glass and a little fork, Collected under the red storehouse on the spot of my favourite spy sites as a kid
The stairs of a happy home, Cut from the pile of dried sticks and glued together, Found under the red storehouse by three stones 
The frame off stability, Cut from the pile of dried sticks and white clay, Found under the red storehouse and under my desk at school 
The soft fence, Dried grass, Found under the red storehouse beside a wooden beam
The green fist, A big green stone, Collected with mom on a hike by the river at Moland
The weird blue creature, A little old twig, Found on my table at school 

The In-Between Place in The Barn  //  The Pink Hideaway

NAMES                                             OBJECTS                                             LOCATION                                

The important hugger, A root with stones inside, Collected with mom by the riverside at Moland
The imperfect room, Epoxy, styrofoam, pink paint and pearls, Formed at school  
Moms two hart, Two stones, Collected with mom by the riverside at Moland
The warm bed, A wooden box with hay, Found in the barn at Moland
The perfect room, Epoxy, green paint, pearls, pink plastic and plastic film, Formed at school 
The safe scaffolding, Three old planks in wood from a broken box in wood, Found in the barn at Moland
The happy creature, A long twig, Found on my table at school 
The safe back, Two pieces of plaster with small green pieces from the safe scaffolding, Formed at school 
The home of the Japanese swan, Two broken white slabs and six small stones, Inside an old house at Lista, on a road in Farsund and from a room in Tokyo
The mellow tower, An old green plank in wood, styrofoam, sawdust and glue, Found in the barn at Moland and at school
The old venerable friend, A boomerang in wood and glue, Found under the barn at Moland and formed at my table at school

The Kitchen in The Forest  //  The Protector
      
NAMES                                             OBJECTS                                             LOCATION

The creature from the oven, A little old twig, Found on my table at school 
The organic roof, A small piece of driftwood, Found in the forest by the kitchen 
The happy wall, A grey plank in wood with plaster, Found in dads tool shed
The finding myself place, A stone, leaves cigarettes, glue, Found in the forest at Lista, collected from Reykjavik many years ago 
The couple of hiding holes, Plaster, oil colour, glue and a plank in wood, Found in dads tool shed and formed at school
The oven-bed, A piece from a machine in iron and wood, Collected in the forest at Moland 
The bed-hole, Dry grey clay, a plank in wood and tape, Found at school and from the couple of hiding holes 
The safe stairs, A stone, Collected in the forest at Moland
The mysterious entrance, Strips from a wooden plank with plaster, Formed at school 
The happy horn, A horn from an animal, Collected from inside of the barn at Moland

The Hay-Hut  //  The hide and seek House 
      
NAMES                                             OBJECTS                                             LOCATION

The soft bunkbed, Plaster, Formed at school with the swinging wall
The big pillow, Plaster and clay print, Formed at school
The cave with steps, Clay and plaster, Found at school while forming the tired helper
The soft spy, Plaster, Formed by a mistake at school
A tired helper, Plaster and clay print, Formed at school with the cave with steps 
The swinging-wall, A curved shape in wood, Collected inside the barn at Moland
An old foundation, A plank of old wood, Found in dads tool shed at Moland 
The sun-road house, Old rusted iron piece from an oven, a broken paint brush and a brooch in stone, Founded at Lista and in my old paint-suitcase a  
Circles of the past, Two pink and one yellow ring in plastic, Found in the barn at Moland
The mountain-bed, A wooden piece formed by dad, Found in the barn at Moland
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The Cabin in The Three Trees  //  The Island of my hands
   
NAMES                                             OBJECTS                                             LOCATION

The twin-roof, Three planks in wood, Found in the forest, leftovers from the cabin 
The lifters, Three thick wooden sticks, Collected from under the barn at Moland
The safe friend, Old piece of wood with paint cut into fourteen pieces, Found in the forest, leftovers from the cabin 
The blue box, An old wooden box with a blue wooden board, Collected from the barn at Moland and from the leftovers in the forest by the cabin
The three siblings, Three pieces of wood with yellow paint on, Collected from the forest, leftovers from the cabin
The colourful dream, Epoxy, plastic film, paint, tiles of wood, Found in the forest, leftovers from the cabin and formed at school 
The garden, A wooden plank with moss, a straw, sawdust, 
Feet’s of Farsund, Six pieces of wood, Found in the forest, leftovers from the cabin, Farsund   
The guardian of a house, Two planks in wood with glue and plaster, Found at school 
The yellow floor, A yellow painted plank in wood, plaster and glue, Found in the forest, leftovers from the cabin
The friendly chairs, Old pieces of wood with paint cut into six pieces, Collected from the forest, leftovers from the cabin
The feet’s of Farsund, Found nutshells with a piece of old roof on top, Inside an old house at Lista and in the streets of Farsund
The happy creature, A wooden twig, Found by the riverside home at Moland

The Summer-Barn  //  The Powder House
   
NAMES                                             OBJECTS                                             LOCATION

The hiding friends, Two pieces of glass, Found inside the summer-barn under the dirt 
The shy twins, Two old pieces of planks in wood with some green paint, Found on the broken roof of the summer barn
The beautiful trio, Three stones, Found inside the summer-barn in one corner under some leaves 
The strange, Long and little creature, a long twig, Found by the riverside at Moland 
The finding myself place #2, Bark, pinecones and glue, Found in the forest at Lista
The broken hart, A blue sledding board, Found standing into one of the walls outside the summer barn 
The door keeper, Rusted chain, Collected from the dirt inside the summer barn
The hat from the past, A piece of an old broken wood plank, Found outside by the entrance to the summer barn 
Two old aunts, Eighteen pieces of wood from a thick wooden stick, Formed at school, found under the barn at Moland   
The warm and yellow bed, Sawdust, plaster and two nails, Formed at school and collected from dad’s tool shed 

The Garage Loft  //  The Togetherness House
   
NAMES                                             OBJECTS                                             LOCATION

The Queen of the loft, Large empty wasp nest, Found on a beam in a corner at the loft 
The black bed, A piece of bended steel plate in black, Collected from the entrance to the loft
The little pink helpers, Eleven small wasp nests, Found in a row on a beam 
The house of a father, A wooden box, Made in dad’s tool shed   
The blue tower, Pieces of steel, Found in the metal-trashcan and formed at school 
The white defender, Plaster, Formed at school
The old house, Rooms from inside the large wasp nest, Found at the loft inside the large wasp nest
The old garage, Old rooms from inside a wasp that’s gone, Found at the floor planks at the loft
The winter preserver, A large piece of wood with plaster, Found in the barn at Moland
The winter preserver #2, A large piece of wood with plaster, Found in the barn at Moland
The creature with wasps, A wooden stick, Found at my table at school
The broken table, Four pieces of flat stones with moss, Found by the mountainside at Moland

Under the White House  //   Guardians of Objects
   
NAMES                                             OBJECTS                                             LOCATION

The heavy entrance, A square of stone, Found under the terrace under some dirt     
The firmness lady, A large piece of wood with plaster, Found in the barn at Moland
The wall of stars, A stone, Found by the wall under the terrace 
The secret houses, Plaster and Styrofoam, Formed at school   
The invisible floor, A large piece of wood with plaster, Found in the barn at Moland  
The morning-tower, Eleven pieces of wood from a stick, concrete with a nail, a sharp stone, Found under the terrace and under the barn at Moland
The delicate woman, A piece of broken glass, Found under the terrace under some grass
The red helpers, Five pieces of old red bricks, Found under the terrace by the entrance 
The joyfully card, A Donald Duck card, Collected by the stairs under the terrace 
The table-bed, A sea buoy, iron and glue, Collected at Lista by the sea 
The white plate, Clay and plaster, Found at school at my table
The green widow, An old sponge, Found under the terrace  
The three curious boys, Three planks in wood and plaster, Found in the barn at Moland
The smiley and yellow creature, A wooden stick, Found at my table at school
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The Snow-Hut  //  The Rhythm of the woods  
   
NAMES                                             OBJECTS                                             LOCATION

The mysterious staircase, A piece of broken porcelain, Found in a pile of old things beside the hut
The corner of spying, a broken red brick, found in a pile of old things beside the hut
The winter-roof, Plaster, Formed at school 
The safe corner, Concrete and tiny stones, Found in a pile of old things beside the hut 
Knotty bed, Plaster and clay, Formed at school 
The relaxing oldie, An old piece of a roof tile, Found under the tree 
The red couch, A broken red brick, Found in a pile of old things beside the hut  
The place keeper, A broken red brick, Found in a pile of old things beside the hut  
Mother of trees, Plaster, clay, a pink brick, Formed at school and found in a pile of old things beside the hut 
Children of the lost house, Grey stones, Found in a pile of old things beside the hut 
The old mountain, A stone with moss, Found in a pile of old things beside the hut 
The red island, A big red brick with grass and moss, Found in a pile of old things beside the hut
Happy table, A white stone and two pieces of wood, Found by a roadside at Lista
Flower girls, Three pieces of thin red brick, Found in a pile of old things beside the hut
The strange pipe, A stone and a piece of red brick, Found in a pile of old things beside the hut
The broken table, A broken rusty can box, Found beside the tree under the grass
old creature, A wooden stick, Found at my table at school 

The other Objects surrounding the memories

NAMES                                             OBJECTS                                             LOCATION

The frame of the past, A piece of wood with nails, Found inside the barn at Moland in a white room
The sad painting, A piece of wood with white modelling clay, charcoal and a wooden stick, Found in the basement home in Oslo, formed at school
The sacred tree, A wooden plate with a sparkling stone, a bone from an animal and some pieces with wood, Collected from the forest at Moland
The green player, Moss with leaves, Collected on a hike in the forest with my mom at Moland 
The cat-house, A piece from an old current mast, Found on a path near the river at Moland 
The secret treasure, A piece of wood with white modelling clay, pink leaves, pearls and sawdust, Formed at school from old pieces on my table
My adult assortment frame, A box with rooms in plastic with some of my finest things, Home in Oslo 
My childhood assortment frame, A blue box with rooms in wood with my finest things from childhood, Collected at Moland, home in Oslo 
The green woman, Two pieces of a green broken coffee cup, Found in the forest, not far from the white house at Moland
The Oldie, An old root with secret places, Found by the main road at Moland, formed in the old house (Imma House) on Moland 
The pink forest, Pink moss with leaves, Collected on a hike in the forest with my mom at Moland
The strong animal, An old piece of wood, nails and white clay, Found by the kitchen in the forest and formed at school 
The infinite cave, Two brown porcelain pieces, Found near by the snow-hut at Moland
The brave mermaid, An old root, Found at Lista by the sea
The closed window, A wooden box with old planks, Collected with my dad from the barn at Moland, formed in dads tool shed 
The boat from the past, Plaster, five sticks of wood, rice paper and a dried orange leave, Found and formed at school on my table 
The snow-house, A piece of wood with white modelling clay, Found at school and formed at school 
The moving bed, Play-dough, two wooden sticks and rice paper, Found at school, formed at home  
The floating hiding-place, Play-dough, two wooden sticks, rice paper and piece of old wood, Found at school, formed at home   
The hill by the river, Play-dough, rice paper and two white stones, collected from a mountain at Moland, Found at school, formed at home 
The flower-dress, A colourful flower dress with pearls, Found in a dark room in the barn at Moland
The house for a shy stone, Four pieces of wood and a white stone, Found by the river at Moland and at school, formed at school 
Home to a cat, The white cat from my childhood assortment frame beside a house in wood, a dried flower and a charcoal drawing, Found at home
The pink path, A bouquet of straw, Collected from a path near the storehouse at Moland
The broken rose, A purple flower, Found in a flower bouquet at home
The pink co-workers, Leaves, Found at the table at home
The unstable bed, Grey clay and metal mesh, Formed inside the White House at Moland 
The mushy roof, Grey clay and metal mesh, Formed inside the White House at Moland
The tired garden, Grey clay and metal mesh, Formed inside the White House at Moland
Relaxing darling, Grey clay and metal mesh, Formed inside the White House at Moland
The pillow with a hole, Grey clay and metal mesh, Formed inside the White House at Moland
The singing girl, Grey clay and metal mesh, Formed inside the White House at Moland
The shy dark, Grey clay and metal mesh, Formed inside the White House at Moland
The safe lighthouse, Grey clay and metal mesh, Formed inside the White House at Moland
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4 collages of the 9 Childhood Architecture at Grunerløkka

They wanted to play a little further in a different context, but of no 
significance, just to be allowed
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So that people at Grunerlokka can relax, maybe

House of Hearts
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That are playing with the 
people at Grunerløkka

The hide and seek House
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Jump and have fun at Grunerlokka

The Powder House
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Playing with scale for the people of 
Grunerlokka to have a great time

The Togetherness House


